Ruby (and Sophie)

Hi,
This is Andrea and this is our success story!

About 4 weeks ago we came into the Humane Society in search of a dog to bring home to our loving family. It was just I, my husband (Patrick) and our previous brown lab, Sophie. Patrick and I are both dog lovers and were aching for another dog to join our family. Sophie is a very rambunctious 4 year old 'puppy' that was in need of a best friend.

Patrick and I started our search through the first dog building and saw many dogs that would have been great, but we decided to keep looking for that one special dog. So we made our way into the second building, half way down the aisle on the right side, there she was. Her name was Majestic at the time and she sat back quietly in her cage while all the other dogs barked with excitement. We knew we wanted a calm dog that would be great with Sophie and eventually good with kids and as we watched her body language we just knew we had found her. After all the paper work and multiple vet visits Majestic was home, at last.

We decided since she didn't know her new name yet, we would change it to Ruby,
just like the gem. And what a gem we found in this dog!!! She is SO very loving and waits patiently for us to get home so that she can snuggle in our laps. She and Sophie are new best friends and I begin to wonder how they lived without each other. Everywhere one of them goes, the other one follows. Ruby is a great listener and when we take them on our evening walks Ruby follows by our side obediently without a leash. They have been swimming together, constantly playing with tennis balls together and laying happily in the sunshine.

We could not have found a more perfect dog in Ruby and I strongly advise anyone in search for their own 'gem' to adapt from the Humane Society or any no kill animal shelter in their area.

Thank you for making this possible and saving so many lives, we will forever be grateful!